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Abstract: Charging station location decisions are a critical element in mainstream adoption of
electric vehicles (EVs). The consumer confidence in EVs can be boosted with the deployment
of carefully-planned charging infrastructure that can fuel a fair number of trips. The charging
station (CS) location problem is complex and differs considerably from the classical facility location
literature, as the decision parameters are additionally linked to a relatively longer charging period,
battery parameters, and available grid resources. In this study, we propose a three-layered system
model of fast charging stations (FCSs). In the first layer, we solve the flow capturing location problem
to identify the locations of the charging stations. In the second layer, we use a queuing model and
introduce a resource allocation framework to optimally provision the limited grid resources. In the
third layer, we consider the battery charging dynamics and develop a station policy to maximize the
profit by setting maximum charging levels. The model is evaluated on the Arizona state highway
system and North Dakota state network with a gravity data model, and on the City of Raleigh,
North Carolina, using real traffic data. The results show that the proposed hierarchical model
improves the system performance, as well as the quality of service (QoS), provided to the customers.
The proposed model can efficiently assist city planners for CS location selection and system design.
Keywords: electric vehicles; charging stations; optimization; hierarchical model; resource allocation

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The transportation sector has been one of the main sources of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
and the primary driver of energy consumption: 26% of GHG emissions and almost one-third of the
total energy in the United States originates from transportation [1]. Pushing electric vehicles (EVs) on
the road is a potential way to reduce the GHG emissions and to lower the dependency on oil as the
main energy source. Even though countries have set ambitious EV adoption goals over the last decade
(e.g., one million EVs in the US by 2015), the use of EVs is still modest and almost all penetration
targets have failed since 2010. Nevertheless, the cumulative EV sales have surpassed one million
globally in 2016 and EVs constitute about 1% of the total light-duty fleet [2].
To understand consumer views on EVs, Ref. [3] presents a comprehensive field survey and
identifies initial battery cost, limited battery range, and the lack of charging stations (CSs) as the
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main obstacles for acquiring an EV. Recent research and development activities have decreased the
battery cost more than twofold and the unit cost dropped to 120 USD/kWh [4]. In addition to
constant advances in the battery technology, governments offer incentive programs to reduce the
cost of ownership to make EVs cost-competitive against the gas-powered counterparts. For instance,
tax exemptions and access to easy parking options in Norway boosted the share of total EV registrations
to 40% in 2016 [5]. On the other hand, to beat limited battery range the widespread presence of CSs
is essential. Mainstream EVs can drive around 100 miles with a full battery, while some consumer
surveys show that 300 miles of driving range is desired by the majority of consumers [3]. To bridge
the gap between the current battery technology and the desired charging range, the deployment of a
well-planned charging network is crucial.
In 2015, the number of public slow charging outlets (PSCOs) (which typically uses 1.3 to 6.6 kW)
has reached 162,000, while the number of public fast charging outlets (PFCOs) (power rating 50 kW
or more) has reached 28,000 [4]. Specifically, China and Japan possess 44% and 22% of the PFCOs
worldwide [6]. However, the present deployment numbers are not sufficient to serve all EVs. On the
global scale, an average of 7.8 EVs shared one PSCO and nearly 45 EVs shared a single PFCO in 2015.
In countries like the United States, Canada, Norway, and France, approximately 90 EVs shared only
one PFCO [4]. To address this issue, the US is building 48 new charging corridors on the national
highways that will allow coast-to-coast travel.
An important feature of the CS networks is that the charging durations should be as short
as possible. This is of utmost importance if EVs are to be competitive against the gas-powered
vehicles. Hence, fast charging stations (FCSs) are likely to dominate the public charging grids to
promote EV adoption. The ramifications of the CS deployment are long-lasting and impact various
operational decisions. For the case of fast charging facilities, high costs associated with land acquisition,
electrical equipment, energy storage systems, and facility construction make such siting projects
long-term investments. Moreover, the current system state, e.g., vehicle distribution, customer routes
between points of interests, population shift, etc., may change in the future. Therefore, finding robust
station locations is a challenging job, which needs to incorporate uncertain future events. In this study,
we propose a hierarchical optimization model to optimally locate a given number of FCSs in a region
with the following objectives. The first one is to deploy the FCSs in a way that captures the maximal
amount of traffic. The second objective is to find the best allocation scheme, in the sense of avoiding
overload and under-utilization, for the limited number of PFCOs. The last objective is maximizing the
system profit with the consideration of battery degradation costs and charging characteristics.
1.2. Related Work
The literature on EV CS location problem is growing in recent years. Refs. [7–11] analyzed the CS
locations and scheduling of charging service from the system planning and the demand forecasting
standpoints. In particular, the work in [7] proposed a predictive model for the development trend of
EVs and CSs. The authors in [8] presented a simulator to analyze the location of CSs and the number
of EVs charged at every service node. The analysis of charging demand, charging technology, and
factors influencing the layout of CSs was presented in [9]. The work in [10] developed an interactive
user application for charging slots allocation developed on structured query language (SQL) and
hypertext preprocessor (PHP) platforms. The real-time forecast model provided the information
of the availability of charging slots. The authors in [11] presented the factors of influencing load
patterns and proposed methods for load forecast in the power system from the viewpoint of power
system operator. On another hand, the literature also contains papers studying EV CS location
problem based on classical facility location problems [12]. For the case of slow chargers, the siting
problem typically aims to minimize a certain objective(s) such as minimizing the number of required
chargers such that all customers can access a station within a predefined driving distance (set covering
problem). For example, the study in [13] solved a set covering problem to minimize the number
of CSs in California. If the budget for the chargers is fixed, then the goal could be to maximize
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the percentage of customers that can be served with a fixed number of them (maximum covering
problem). The objective can also be the minimization of the maximum driving distance with P stations
(P-center problem) [12,14]. For instance, the work in [15] presents an optimization problem to locate
slow chargers in the City of Seattle, WA. A similar approach is used in [16], in which the objective
is to minimize the construction cost by finding optimal locations for charging nodes. Due to the
non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP)-Hardness of the proposed problem several approximate
algorithms are developed.
The case for FCSs differs from the parked-based slow charging case, as the vehicles are mobile
and they commute from one location to another. Therefore, flow-capturing models are more suitable.
In them, the road network is represented using a graph. Furthermore, origin-destination (OD) pairs
are defined for two nodes in the graph and the complete traffic flow is represented using a set of OD
pairs. A vehicle commuting between an OD is assumed to be “captured” (or charged) if there is at
least one facility located along the shortest path between this OD pair. A handful of studies have
presented models for the optimal locations of the facilities to capture traffic flows [17–21]. The authors
in [17] proposed a flow-capturing location allocation model (FCLM) to maximize the number of served
customers. A gravity spatial interaction model was used to obtain the amount of traffic in every path.
The authors in [18] proposed a model for the location of alternative-fuel stations, where every station
has a limited capacity. In [19], a model named flow refilling location model (FRLM) was proposed to
maximize the captured flow volume while considering the range of the vehicles. Moreover, the same
group of authors presented an effective mixed-binary-integer programming formulation to solve the
FRLM [20]. Applying the FCLM mentioned above, the authors in [21] presented two optimization
models of FCS locations and illustrated its effectiveness on a case study of the City of Barcelona.
However, most of the early works assume that a vehicle is charged when it passes through a located
station. The model proposed in this paper adopts a queuing model and uses the charging duration as
an important design parameter.
The underlying dynamics of the power distribution networks also play a critical role.
Several studies proposed placing chargers at parking lots and locating stations by taking the limitations
of power systems such as power losses, network reliability, and voltage deviations, into account [22–26].
The study in [22] proposed a resource allocation method of EV parking lots, with the consideration
of the network reliability. The work was implemented on the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS)
bus 2. In [23], authors presented a two-stage model to minimize the system costs in the allocation
of parking lots by considering the power losses and the network reliability at distribution feeders.
In [24], a method for concurrent allocation of EV parking lots and the distributed renewable resources
was proposed. Both the benefits of parking lot investor and the network operator were considered.
The authors in [25] proposed a multi-objective optimization framework for the siting and the sizing of
CSs for the distribution network expansion. Apart from allocating chargers at parking lots, the work
in [26] presented methods for optimally placing CSs in the power network to maintain the reliability
of the system. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) were utilized in
the proposed methods. Different from the mentioned CS location models in the power distribution
networks, the authors in [27] analyzed the influence of power quality from vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
service and various different cases were performed for the evaluation.
Stochastic CS design was considered in [28–34]. In such studies, the system performance is
usually measured by the average waiting time or the probability of getting blocked. The station design
parameters include the amount of power drawn from the grid and the size of the energy storage
device, if deployed. The work in [28] presented a spatial and temporal model for the EV charging
demand at the CSs based on the traffic flows, where each CS was modeled as an M/M/c queuing
system. The study in [29] presented a BCMP queuing model to obtain the EV charging demands
based on the stationary distribution of the number of EVs in each CS. The authors in [30] proposed a
capacity planning framework for the CSs, which considered the multi-class customers and modeled
each CS to be a M/G/c/c queuing system. The capacity planning frameworks aimed to provide a
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certain level of quality of service (QoS) to EVs, where the blocking probability was selected as the
QoS metric. The study in [31] proposed a model to solve the problems of sitting and sizing of CSs,
considering the power distribution and transportation networks. In the capacity planning of the CSs,
each CS was modeled as an M/M/c queuing system and the maximum waiting time was used as
the threshold for deciding the number of charging outlets in every CS. The work in [32] proposed a
data-driven approach for an electric taxi CS sitting problem and an M/M/s/k queuing model for the
CS sizing problem in the city of Changsha, where the maximum block rate was adopted as a threshold.
A model for the optimal electric bus CS capacity and bus charging schedule was presented in the
study [33]. In [34], a quick-charging strategy was proposed for multi-type EVs in the highway CS
design. Specifically, a power distribution model and a queuing model of CS were presented to reduce
the waiting time and charging time of customers.
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical optimization framework to locate FCSs in a given city or
highway network. Extended from the classic FCLM, the limited power supply, charging duration and
the characteristics of battery model are considered in our model, which are crucial design parameters.
First, we solve the flow capturing location problem to identify the locations of the CSs. Second, we use
a queuing model and introduce a resource allocation framework to optimally provision the limited
grid resources. Third, we consider the battery charging dynamics and develop a station policy to
maximize the profit by setting a maximum charging level. The framework is further evaluated on the
Arizona state highway network and North Dakota state network with a gravity data model based on
city population, and on the City of Raleigh, North Carolina, using real traffic data traces. The results
demonstrate that the proposed hierarchical model improves the system performance as well as the
quality of service (QoS) provided to the customers.
2. System Model
The details of the hierarchical system model are discussed next (an overview of the algorithm
and figure are depicted in Algorithm 1 and Figure 1). In the first layer, the objective is to maximize
the captured traffic flow by efficiently locating the FCSs. Given a certain number of the FCSs, the
classical FCLM is applied based on [17]. After determining the location of FCSs, in the second layer, a
certain number of the charging outlets is allocated to each FCS with the aim to minimize the weighted
average blocking probability. The system is modeled to be a M/G/c/c queuing network. In the
third layer, considering the battery degradation cost and the fact that the charging time increases
dramatically when state of charge (SoC) is close to hundred percent, a profit optimization model is
proposed by reasonably limiting the requested SoC (SoCr). The details of the each layer are presented
in the next subsections.

Figure 1. System framework.
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Algorithm 1: Overall algorithm of the three-layered optimization model
Input : Traffic data, SoCi distribution function, battery type, p, Ctot
Output : SoCrk ,bk , Rk
1 Step 1: Optimal FCS locations selection
2
· Objective: Maximizing the number of captured EVs
3
· Apply FCLM in the optimization model
4
· Generate the optimal FCS locations, as one of Step 2’s input data
5 Step 2: Capacity planning in FCSs
6
· Objective: Minimizing the weighted customer blocking probability in the system
7
· Model the system as M/G/c/c queue
8
· Apply greedy algorithm to solve the optimization problem
9
· Generate the optimal numbers of charging outlets, as one of Step 3’s input data.
10 Step 3: System profit maximization model
11
· Objective: Maximizing the total profit in the system
12
· Consider the charging model and battery degradation model in the profit model
13
· Generate Rk , SoCrk and bk as the output data
2.1. Flow Capturing Location Model (FCLM)
For the sake of clarity, we first give the FCLM background and corresponding assumptions
as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

In a graph G = (K, E), K is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges connecting any two nodes in K.
In FCLM, it is assumed that all of the nodes in the undirected graph G represent potential facility
locations. In a city, usually road intersections, highway exits, or the location with heavy traffic are
used as the nodes in G.
All of the nodes can be potential origin and destination nodes. Any two nodes (e.g., node i and
node j) in K compose an unordered OD pair q. This means that order pairs i, j and j, i are identical.
The shortest path connecting two nodes is used as the unique path for the flow between this OD
pair to follow. Any shortest path consists of at least one edge.
On the shortest path of OD pair q, the flow is captured if at least one facility is located at the
potential locations along this path.

The goal of the FCLM is to capture as much traffic as possible given a certain number of FCSs.
From the system operator standpoint, it is preferable to locate the CSs at the places that customers can
drive through, so as to serve a large number of customers. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed
that the infrastructure of all CSs and the road constructions are the same, which means that customers’
preferences of selecting CSs and the probability of toll payments are neglected.
The flow capturing maximization problem is formulated as below:
max

∑

f q yq ,

(1)

q∈ Q

s.t.

∑

xk ≥ yq

∀q ∈ Q,

(2)

k ∈ NqK

∑ xk = p,

(3)

k∈K

xk ∈ {0, 1}

∀k ∈ K,

(4)

yq ∈ {0, 1}

∀q ∈ Q.

(5)

Here, the objective in Equation (1) aims to capture as much traffic as possible in all OD pairs.
The Equation (2) guarantees that the flow in OD pair q can only be captured if there is at least one FCS
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is selected on the shortest path of q. The Equation (3) makes sure that the number of FCSs to be located
is p.
Although it is possible to obtain traffic data from national or local transportation departments
for some regions, when this is not the case, the gravity spatial interaction model is an effective
way to get estimates. A gravity spatial interaction model is shown below, which is based on [17],
originally from [35]:
Wi Wj
fq = z
.
(6)
β
Dq
In Equation (6), f q is the amount of traffic in a particular OD pair q, where the origin node is i
and destination node is j, with a shortest path distance Dq . Wi and Wj are the weight of nodes i and j,
respectively. Given the number of the FCSs, by using the method of FCLM, the locations of FCSs can
be determined by maximizing the captured traffic flow.
2.2. Charging Outlet Allocation
The FCLM presented above decides on the optimal locations of CSs. However, due to varying
traffic densities, stations may experience uneven customer demand. Hence, assuming that stations can
capture all the flowing traffic is unrealistic for the case of EVs. Because of this, network operators need
to provision more resources to the stations operating under a heavy traffic regime. Therefore, in this
section, we propose a resource allocation framework to distribute the physical chargers to minimize
the blocking probabilities and to provide customers a high level of QoS. In every FCS k, the system is a
M/G/c/c queue with an independent and exponential arrival rate λk and general distributed service
rate µk . For a given number of number charging outlets Ctot , the objective function is to minimize the
weighted sum of the blocking probabilities. Two critical elements in the resource allocation framework
are the arrival rate (λk ) and the blocking probabilities (bk ) that are discussed below.
1.

λk : We assume that the probability for an EV to charge at any FCS on the path q is the same.

2.

f

q
. Therefore, λk of the FCS k
k Mq k
fq
is the summation of the arrival rate on the paths that go through k, which is λk = ∑
. Qk is
Mq k
k
q∀ Qk
the set of the paths going through k.
bk : Since each station k is modeled using M/G/c/c queuing, customer rejection probabilities can
be calculated by using Erlang b function:

Moreover, for every FCS in Mq , the arrival rate from the path q is

ck

( λµkk ) /ck !

bk =

ck

i

.

(7)

λ
∑ ( µkk ) /i!

i =0

Now, we can define that the optimization problem can be formulated as below:
min

∑ w k bk ,

(8)

k∈S

s.t. λk =

fq
Mq

∑

q∈ Qk

∀k ∈ S,

∑ ck = Ctot ,

(9)
(10)

k∈S

ck

bk =

( λµkk ) /ck !
ck

∑

i =0

ck ∈ N

i
( λµkk ) /i!

∀k ∈ S,

(11)

∀k ∈ S.

(12)
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The Equations (9) and (11) correspond to the formula of λk and bk , respectively. The Equation (10)
shows that the number of charger outlets to be allocated is Ctot . Since the charging outlet allocation
problem is a nonlinear programming problem with a complex Erlang-b formula, a greedy algorithm is
used to find near-optimal solutions. The general idea of the greedy algorithm is to allocate the charging
outlets one by one. During each round of distributing the charging outlets, the FCS with the highest
value of the traffic intensity is allocated with this charging outlet. The detailed greedy algorithm is
presented in Algorithm 2:
Algorithm 2: Greedy algorithm in the charging outlet model
λ

Input : [ λµ22 ,..., µ pp ], Ctot ,Ccur ,w=[

λ
λ1
, λ2 ,..., ∑ pλ ]
∑ λk ∑ λk
k

k∈S

Output : c=[c1 ,c2 ,...,c p ],sum=∑ wk bk

k∈S

k∈S

k

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10

Initialization: c1 =c2 =...=c p =1, Ccur = Ctot − p
while Ccur ≥ 1 do
λ
ρ=[ cλµ1 , c2λµ2 2 ,..., c p µp p ];
1 1

m = argindex max(ρ);
c(m)=c(m)+1;
Ccur =Ccur -1;
end
for k=1 to p do
bk =

c
ρ k
k
ck !

ck ρn
k
n!
n =0

;

∑

end
sum= ∑ wk bk ;
k

In the greedy algorithm, each FCS is allocated with one charging outlet initially. In each iteration
of the whole loop, a single outlet is allocated to the FCS with the greatest value of traffic intensity.
The rationale behind this is to allocate more charging outlets to the FCS with heavy loads. In each
round, the traffic intensity of every FCS is updated. The next loop describes the process of calculating
bk in FCS k, and line 10 gives the value of the objective function.
2.3. Profit Optimization Model
In this subsection, we present a profit optimization model that considers battery degradation costs
and the charging characteristics. We follow the idea of limiting SoCr of the EVs to a reasonable level
from [36], and our objective is to maximize the system profit. In the profit optimization model, both
the charging characteristics and the battery degradation cost are addressed. This subsection consists of
three parts: charging power model, battery degradation model and profit optimization formulation,
as follows.
2.3.1. Charging Power Model
In direct current (DC) FCS, constant current constant voltage (CCCV) charging mode is used
for Li-ion batteries. In this charging regime, the battery is charged with a constant current until the
voltage reaches a certain threshold value. Once the charging voltage reaches the threshold value,
the charging voltage remains constant, while the charging current decreases significantly due to the
internal resistance of the battery. In fast charging station applications, constant current constant voltage
(CCCV) is widely employed to minimize the battery degradation and to ensure the safety of the battery.
Ref. [37] shows experimental results using CCCV for fast charging station applications and the authors
in [36] develop charging power function shown in Figure 2. It is noteworthy that the charging power
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approximately remains constant before a threshold of energy decreases as the stored energy gets
closer to maximum capacity. It is noteworthy that a similar phenomenon can be observed in daily
life when charging electronic devices with Li-ion batteries. For instance, while charging cell phone
batteries (Li-ion), the charging power decreases as the battery SoC reaches and charging duration gets
considerable longer. Mathematically, the charging power function [36] is expressed as:
(
P ( E) =

Pmax ,
m1 − n1 · E,

E < Ec ,
otherwise,

(13)

where m1 and n1 are the constant parameters for the decreasing power. The detailed charging power
function is shown in Figure 2.
60

Charging power (kW)

50
40
30
20
10
0

0

(Ec) 5
10
Energy in battery (kWh)

15

Figure 2. Charging power function [36].

The charging duration is related to the charging power, the initial energy of the battery Ei and the
requested energy of the battery Er and can be expressed as:
t=







Ec − Ei
1
1 − n1 · Ec
log m
Pmax +
m1 −n1 · Er

 n1
m1 −n1 · Ei
1
n1 log m1 −n1 · Er ,



, Ei < Ec ,
otherwise.

(14)

As a result, the mean charging time and the mean charging power can be obtained from the
E −E( E )
charging time distribution, which are E(tch ) and E( Pow ) = rE(t ) i , respectively. Here, E( Ei ) is the
ch
mean value of the initial energy, as it is assumed that the initial SoC (SoCi) has a normal distribution.
It is noteworthy that, by limiting SoCr, e.g., 85–90%, the mean charging time shortens compared to the
full SoCr.
2.3.2. Battery Degradation Model
Electric vehicle batteries represent a large portion of the total cost. Each battery has a specific
lifetime that is determined by the charging power and the charge–discharge cycles. Each time a battery
is charged at a FCS, a certain amount of battery degrades, which is related to the charging duration
and the charging power [38]. The expected battery degradation cost in the charging duration E(tkch ) at
FCS k is expressed as:
k
k
E(cbatt )k = ( a · (E( Pow
))2 + b · E( Pow
) + c) · E(tkch ),

(15)

where parameters a, b, and c are related to the Li-ion battery, which is the most common
type—degradation. The values of a, b and c can be obtained once the battery type is known.
The work in [38] provides the detailed information about the battery degradation cost and the
parameter description.
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2.3.3. Profit Optimization Formulation
Every FCS independently regulates its value of SoCr. After completing the charging service,
a customer in FCS k gains a reward gk . Supposedly, the reward is a linear function of SoCr k , where a
customer is more satisfied with the increment of SoCr. Specifically, customers charging at the same
FCS gain the same reward since every customer in the same FCS accepts the same value of SoCr.
The reward function is represented by:
gk = m · SoCr k + n,

(16)

where m and n are the constant positive parameters.
Besides the battery degradation cost, a customer has to pay an admission fee vk to FCS k. Therefore,
the total cost for an EV at FCS k is shown as below:
yktotal = vk + E(ckbatt ).

(17)

A customer is ready to join the system only if the reward is greater or equal than the total cost.
Hence, the largest vk can be obtained when gk =ytotal , which is vk =gk − E(ckbatt ).
From the system operator viewpoint, the profit is a function of the arrival rate, blocking probability
and the admission fee in the FCSs. Meanwhile, it encounters a penalty for blocking the EVs without
serving them. Hence, the system profit Rk of FCS k is formulated as:
Rk = λk (1 − bk ) · vk − λk bk dk − cin .

(18)

The system profit is maximized by finding a set of optimal SoCr for all the FCSs of EVs. On one
hand, Rk can be gained higher with higher SoCr k . On the other hand, the higher SoCr k increases the
blocking probability, which threatens the system performance. Hence, by deciding the optimal SoCr k
for every FCS k, the maximal value of the system profit can be determined. The profit optimization
problem considering all FCSs is as below:
max

∑ Rk ,

(19)

k∈S

s.t. µk =

1
(E(tch )

∀k ∈ S,

(20)

∀k ∈ S.

(21)

ck

bk =

( λµkk ) /ck !
ck

∑

i =0

i
( λµkk ) /i!

The objective function is to maximize the sum of system profit of every FCS, and the
Equations (20) and (21) correspond to the formula of µk and bk , respectively.
3. Numerical Evaluations
In this section, we present the results of the performed computational experiments used to
evaluate the proposed model. Three case studies, namely the Arizona State highway network, the City
of Raleigh, North Carolina and the North Dakota State network are considered based on the public
data available for each network. The FCS and EV parameters for each cases are shown in Table 1.
The values of a, b and c are adapted based on [38] for Li-ion batteries. The maximum charging power
for the battery is assumed to be 45 kW and the SoCi is set to have a normal distribution N (30, 15),
where the mean value of SoCi is 30% with 15% for the standard deviation, and it is truncated to target
a SoC within [5, SoCr − 10]%.
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Table 1. Fast charging stations (FCS) and electric vehicles(EV) input parameters.
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

d
n

1 ($)
9 ($)
15 (kWh)
0.008
0.0015
4.5
0.02 ($)

m
Pmax
Ec
b
m1
SoCi (%)
β

0.1 ($)
45 (kW)
5 (kWh)
0.075
67.5
N (30, 15)
1.5

E f ull
a
c
n1
cin

3.1. Case Study I: Arizona State Highway Network
The first case study takes the Arizona state highway system for which the hierarchical optimization
framework is applied to maximize the number of vehicles that can be served with limited grid resources.
As a baseline scenario, the performance of the proposed model is compared with the case when the
charging outlets are allocated equally, and the case when the SoCr is not limited (SoCr = 99%) in the
profit optimization model.
In Figure 3, the 25-node network of Arizona state highways, which is also used in [18], is shown
and the basemap is from [39]. The links among the nodes represent the major state and interstate
highways. The numbers on the links are the approximate shortest path distance with the unit mile.
The size of the nodes reflects the amount of the population of the 25 cities. Moreover, the amount
of each traffic flow is generated using the gravity spatial interaction model as described in Section 3,
and the external flows are excluded in this case study.

Figure 3. Arizona highway network [18,39].

In the DC FCS, based on the parameters in Table 1, the service rate is calculated to be
µ = 1.1 (EVs/h) when the SoCr is not limited. Moreover, it is assumed that the total number of
chargers Ctot = 50. Each layer in the system is evaluated as below.
3.1.1. FCLM
To illustrate how FCLM is applied, we assume that the number of FCS locations p = 2. Solving the
optimization problem presented in Section 2.1 yields location of the stations of Phoenix and Tucson to
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maximize the captured flow, which represents 97.29% of the whole traffic flows. Varying the number of
FCS locations from 1 to 6, the captured traffic percentages are shown in the second column of Table 2.
Table 2. Optimal charging outlet allocations.

1
2
3
4
5
6

FCS Location

Captured Traffic (%)

Number of Outlets

{Phoenix}
{Phoenix, Tucson}
{Phoenix, Tucson, Prescott}
{Phoenix, Tucson, Prescott, Flagstaff}
{Phoenix, Tucson, Prescott, Flagstaff, Yuma }
{Phoenix, Tucson, Prescott, Flagstaff, Yuma, Benson/Willcox city}

89.52
97.29
98.58
99.37
99.61
99.81

{50}
{33, 17}
{30, 17, 3}
{29, 16, 3, 2}
{27, 16, 2, 3, 2}
{27, 14, 2, 3, 2, 2}

3.1.2. Charging Outlet Allocation
The proposed greedy algorithm is applied to the charging outlet allocation, where the performance
is compared with the case in which the method of equal resource allocation is used. Suppose p = 2,
in equal allocation, the number of charging outlet in {Phoenix, Tucson} is {25, 25} with total weighted
blocking probability 0.16. While, in the proposed method, the number of charging outlets in {Phoenix,
Tucson} is {33, 17} with a total weighted blocking probability of 0.087.
The sum of the weighted blocking rate in the proposed method is 8.7%, which is lower than the
case when the charging outlets are allocated equally to FCSs. We vary the number of locations for
FCSs from 1 to 6, and the optimal charging outlet allocation results are shown in the third column
of Table 2. Since the amount of the traffic flows going through Phoenix is dominant in the network,
over half of the charging outlets are allocated to Phoenix.
3.1.3. Profit Optimization Model
Applying the optimal charging outlet allocation, the proposed method is compared to the case
when SoCr is not limited, which serves as a baseline scenario. Classical FCLM was used to capture
the traffic flow in the work [21], which was corresponding to the case without limiting SoCr. Hence,
the proposed method of optimally limiting SoCr is compared with the case without limiting SoCr.
Four FCSs are selected as an example and the number of charging outlets remains the same,
Ctot = 50. The results are shown in case I of Table 3. With the method of limiting SoCr, the system
in every FCS location improves the performance compared with the case without limiting SoCr.
For example, in Phoenix, the profit increases to 220.93 ($/h) and the blocking probability decreases to
zero when the SoCr is limited to 95%. The average charging power increases to 16 (kW), resulting in
relatively faster charging batteries compared to the case without limiting SoCr.
3.2. Case Study II: Raleigh City Network
In the case study of Raleigh, the performance of the proposed model is evaluated and compared
with the current installed FCSs in the real world. This case study is based on the real traffic data
collected from North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) in 2015 [40]. The annual
average daily traffic (AADT) count of every big road is used as the input data. The network of Raleigh
is shown in Figure 4, which includes 14 locations with the heaviest traffic and six current FCS locations.
The base map of Figure 4 is from [41]. The current FCS locations are marked in yellow color. Numbers
1 to 6 represent the current FCS locations in Glenwood Ave, Corporate center Drive, North Carolina
State University, Arrow Drive, Six forks Road and N new hope Road respectively. The shortest path in
an OD pair q is used and 190 paths are placed.
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Table 3. Results of profit models for three cases.
Case I: Arizona

Without Limiting SoCr

FCS
Location

Number
of Outlets

Profit
($/h)

Blocking
Rate

Phoenix
Tucson
Prescott
Flagstaff

29
16
3
2

207.25
107.06
13.72
7.92

0.1
0.15
0.29
0.35

Limiting SoCr

Charging
Time (min)

Charging
Power (kW)

SoCr
(%)

56

11

99

Profit
($/h)

Blocking
Rate

Charging
Time (min)

Charging
Power (kW)

SoCr
(%)

220.93
121.78
17.05
10.27

0.00
0.02
0.09
0.15

35
35
26
26

16
16
20
20

95
95
90
90

0.13
0.19
0.18
0.09
0.13
0.16

26
26
20
20
26
26

20
20
24
24
20
20

90
90
85
85
90
90

0.06
0.14
0.23
0.16

20
20
35
35

24
24
16
16

85
85
95
95

Total profit ($/h)

336

370

Total weighted
blocking rate

0.14

0.02

Case II: Raleigh
FCS 1
FCS 2
FCS 3
FCS 4
FCS 5
FCS 6

4
2
2
5
4
3

24.6
9.9
10.48
32.68
24.68
17.17

0.41
0.41
0.48
0.46
0.41
0.42

56

11

99

32.96
12.37
14.11
47.77
32.84
22.45

Total profit ($/h)

120

163

Total weighted
blocking rate

0.43

0.13

Case III: North Dakota
Fargo
Bismarck
Grand Fork
Minot

9
4
1
1

63.66
24.78
2.74
1.99

0.49
0.42
0.33
0.24

56

11

99

102.98
33.47
2.95
2.04

Total profit ($/h)

93

141

Total weighted
blocking rate

0.46

0.08

Figure 4. The network of Raleigh city [41].

3.2.1. The Calculation of the Amount of EV Traffic Data
Using Equation (6) for the gravity spatial interaction model, the amount of traffic along the paths
can be calculated. Therefore, the first step is to get the amount of traffic in the locations as the input
data. It is assumed that 30% of drivers charge their EVs at CSs. From the annual average daily traffic
(AADT) counts, the EV penetration rate (0.3%) in North Carolina [42], and the percentage of EV drivers
charging their vehicles, the amount of traffic in the locations can be calculated. Then, the amount of
traffic along the paths can be known based on the gravity spatial interaction model.
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In the current FCS, the station parameters are listed in Table 4. This work assumes the service rate
of EVs is 1.1, which is the case when the SoCr is at the full state. The numbers of charging outlets in
these FCSs are 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, and 2, respectively, which taken from data in [43].
Table 4. Current FCS parameters.
Parameter

FCS1

FCS2

FCS3

FCS4

FCS5

FCS6

λk
µk
ck
Ctot

0.5
1.1
1
9

1.2
1.1
2
-

3.29
1.1
1
-

3.21
1.1
2
-

7.93
1.1
1
-

0.94
1.1
2
-

3.2.2. Comparison of Three Cases and Evaluations
There are three cases for the performance comparison, as shown below:
•

Base case (BC): the case in the current station location with currently allocated chargers, which is
served as a base case for the performance analysis.
LimitSoCr (LS): the case that the proposed method of limiting SoCr is applied to the current
location with currently allocated chargers.
ReallocateChargersLimitSoCr (RCLS): the case that the number of chargers in the stations is
re-allocated with limiting the SoCr is proposed.

•
•

Traffic intensity

BS

LS

RCLS

6
4
2
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

BS

60

RCLS

LS

40

20

0

1

2

3

FCS

5

6

BS

RCLS

4
2
0

1

2

3

4

RCLS

BS

100

LS

0.4

6

(c)
40

RCLS

RCLS

Profit ($/hour)

SoCr (%)

0.6

5

FCS

0.8
Blocking rate

LS

6

(b)

1
LS

4

8

FCS

(a)

BS

Average charging power (kW)

8

Average charging time (minutes)

The numerical results are shown in Figures 5 and 6 are the summary of the total weighted blocking
probability and the total profit for the three cases. For the case of RCLS, the optimal number of chargers
are 1, 1, 2, 1, 3 and, 1, respectively. Since the traffic intensity of FCS5 is very high in BC, resulting in
the high blocking rate. From the results of our model, after relocating the charging outlets in RCLS,
the blocking rate in FCS5 decreases over 1/4. In Figure 6, the system performance of RCLS is the best
among three cases. The profit in the RCLS case doubles and the total weighted blocking rate decreases
more than 1/3 compared to BC.

90
80
70

0.2

LS

BS

30
20
10

60
0

0
1

2

3

4
FCS

(d)

5

6

1

2

3

4
FCS

(e)

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

FCS

(f)

Figure 5. Performance comparison in three cases. (a) traffic intensity; (b) average charging
time (minutes); (c) average charging power (kW); (d) blocking probability; (e) SoCr (%);
(f) system profit ($/h).
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BC

LS

RCLS
74.9
57.7

32.1
0.69
0.35

0.19

Total weighted blocking rate

Total profit($/hour)

Figure 6. Summary of performance comparison.

3.2.3. Re-Allocation of the FCSs in Raleigh Network
As more and more EVs are deployed on the road and more charger outlets are installed,
the locations of FCSs and the amount of captured traffic flows become crucial to the transportation and
city planning. Therefore, the case in which the FCSs and outlets are re-located in Raleigh is studied
with the intention of analyzing potential future improvements. The case in which the newly added
charging outlets are installed in the current FCSs, according to the proportion of the arrival rate, serves
as a baseline scenario. In both cases, the method of limiting SoCr is applied.The baseline scenario is
named LS while the proposed method is called RelocateLocationLimitSoCr (RLLS) for simplification.
In RLLS, the locations of re-located FCSs are shown in Figure 7 marked as green triangles.
Numbers 1 to 6 represent the relocated FCS locations in Soccer park drive, Zuma way, North Carolina
State University, Six forks Road, Walker street and Horton street respectively. The number of EVs that
will charge in the re-located FCSs are 5.51, 2.23, 2.71, 8.06, 5.48 and 3.88, respectively, the total of which
is about 1.5 times more than in the current FCSs. We assume that the total number of charging outlets
increases to 20, while the other parameters remain the same.

Figure 7. Locations of fast charging station (FCS) comparison [41].

After implementing the two scenarios, the number of charging outlets in the current FCSs are:
1, 3, 3, 4, 6 and 3, and in the re-allocated FCSs, they are 4, 2, 2, 5, 4, and 3, respectively. The system
performance comparison is shown in Figure 8. In order to evaluate the whole network, the total
weighted blocking probability and the total profit are shown in Figure 8a. In Figure 8b, the total
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FCS1

8.812.4

95 90

20

90 85

FCS6

FCS5

FCS4

FCS3

2.8

FCS2

weighted blocking probability in LS is relatively low due to the relatively low traffic intensity. However,
in the RLLS case, it can capture more traffic while still keeping the gap within 5% compared to LS.
From the aspect of the system profit, the profit in RLLS increases to be 163 ($/h), which increases
almost 50% compared to LS.

33

14.1

22.2 48

95 90

0.22

0.03

0.13

0.19

0.12 0.18

95 85

0.08 0.09

51 32.8

90 90

0.07 0.13

22.4

95 90

7

Profit($/hour)

SoCr (%)

0.02

0.16

26

16 20

26

16 20

20

20 24

20

16 24

26 26

20 20

26

16 20

35

35

LS

RLLS
163

26

35

35

Blocking rate Charging time
(minutes)

(a)

112

0.13
0.08

Charging power
(kW)

Total weighted blocking rate

Total profit ($/hour)

(b)

Figure 8. Performance comparison between LimitSoCr (LS) and RelocateLocationLimitSoCr (RLLS).
(a) performance in six FCSs; (b) profit and total weighted blocking rate evaluation.

In order to better illustrate the performance of the proposed method, we provide a comparison
with a related work published in Ref. [21]. The re-allocated FCSs with an optimal number of charging
outlets is compared with the method of FCLM reported in [21]. The results are shown in case II of
Table 3. In the case with limiting SoCr, the total profit in the system is 163 ($/h), while it is 120 ($/h)
in the case without limiting SoCr. By limiting SoCr, the average charging time can be shortened
exponentially, which decreases the customers’ blocking probability and increases the system profit.
3.3. Case Study III: North Dakota State Network
In the third case study, the proposed model is applied to the North Dakota state network for the
performance evaluation. To the best of our knowledge, there are no public FCSs in North Dakota [43].
Therefore, the case study presented in this section will shed light on the future FCS deployments. The
case without limiting SoCr is served as a baseline scenario for the performance comparison.
In Figure 9, we present the North Dakota State highway network and pin the locations of the top
15 cities with highest population as the potential candidates for the FCS locations [44]. The basemap of
Figure 9 is from [45]. The shortest paths between the OD pairs are used for the traffic links and a total
of 105 paths are shown in the map. In Equation (6), the gravity spatial interaction model according to
the node population can be used to calculate the amount of traffic along each path. Notice that EV
traffic along each path can be calculated by using the amount of traffic, EV penetration rate (0.15 per a
thousand people) [46], and the percentage of EV drivers charging their vehicles (30% as assumed in
case II).
First, FCLM is applied to locate FCSs, and the optimization problem is solved according to the
procedure presented in Section 2.1. By varying the number of FCSs from 1 to 5, the locations and the
percentage of captured traffic are shown in Table 5. When there is only one FCS to be located, the city
of Fargo is selected to place an FCS with 72.91% of captured traffic. To capture over 99% of traffic,
at least four FCS locations are needed.
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Figure 9. The North Dakota State network [45].
Table 5. Optimal FCS locations.

1
2
3
4
5

FCS Location

Captured Traffic (%)

{Fargo}
{Fargo, Bismarck}
{Fargo, Bismarck, Grand Fork}
{Fargo, Bismarck, Grand Fork, Minot}
{Fargo, Bismarck, Grand Fork, Minot, Valley City}

72.91
97.18
98.548
99.21
99.56

Next, four FCS locations with 15 charging outlets are selected as an example to evaluate the
performance of the proposed model. The arrival rates of four FCS locations (Fargo, Bismarck, Grand
Fork and Minot) are 16.84, 5.64, 0.54, and 0.33 EVs/h, respectively. Solving the optimal charging outlet
problem presented in Section 2.2 yields 9, 4, 1 and 1 for each location. Compared to the small arrival
rate of Grand Fork and Minot, Fargo is able to capture a large amount of traffic. Therefore, more than
half of the charging outlets are allocated to the FCS in Fargo.
After optimizing the charging outlet allocation, the performance of the system profit model is
analyzed. The case without limiting SoCr serves as a baseline for the comparison with our proposed
model. In the case when customers’ SoCr is close to hundred percent, the blocking rates of all four
FCSs are high, resulting in the high total weighted blocking rate and relatively low system profit. On
the contrary, the total system profit of the case with limiting SoCr is 141 ($/hour), which is 1.5 times
more than the profit of the case without limiting SoCr. The performance comparison is presented in
Case III of Table 3. It is noteworthy that the performance of Grand Fork and Minot does not improve
significantly by limiting SoCr. The rationale behind this is that the arrival rates of the two FCSs are
relatively low.
3.4. Numerical Results Analysis
From the numerical results of cases I, II, and III, it is observed that the percentage of captured
EVs increases when the optimal placement of CSs is applied in a network. Due to the fact that the
spatial distribution of EVs is uneven, the system operator is required to properly allocate the energy
resource to each CS. The results in our cases show that the proposed algorithm of resource allocation is
effective in decreasing the probability of blocking EVs. Furthermore, the findings from Table 3 and
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Figure 6 show that limiting the SoCr to a reasonable level outperforms the case of charging the battery
in full. For example, applying the strategy of limiting SoCr, the total profit increases more than one
third compared to the case without limiting SoCr in Figure 6. To that end, the results in Figure 8b
verify that even though increasing the number of charging outlets in currently installed CSs provides a
good way to improve the system performance, it becomes less effective if the value of demand is not
big enough. Therefore, it shows the importance of placing CSs and allocating energy optimally.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a hierarchical system model of a network of fast charging stations
(FCSs) from the viewpoints of both traffic and service network. The three-layered system model is
composed of the placement of FCSs, the charging outlet allocation, and the system profit model with
the consideration of the Li-ion battery model. The Arizona state highway network, the Raleigh city
network and the North Dakota state network are applied to evaluate the system performance of the
proposed model.
The numerical results indicate that the percentage of captured electric vehicles (EVs) increases
with the application of optimal CS placement. The results also demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed resource allocation and charging strategies. The number of served EVs and the total profit of
the system operator increase in the proposed model. As the charging demand is increasing rapidly,
the results verify the necessity to place CSs and allocate the energy resource optimally, with the
consideration of the battery charging dynamics. The proposed model can be applied to a charging
stations (CSs) planning problem, assisting city planners in making decisions efficiently.
There are two promising directions of future research. The first one involves the implementation
of energy storage devices in the CSs and the stochastic renewable energy scheduling problem.
An energy storage device is capable of storing the energy for use when the power demand is high.
Another direction of future research is considering the EV routing problem in the network with the
aim of resolving the uneven demand at the CSs.
Author Contributions: Cuiyu Kong, Raka Jovanovic, Islam Safak Bayram and Michael Devetsikiotis proposed
the main idea. Cuiyu Kong performed the numerical evaluation in case studies. Raka Jovanovic proposed the
algorithm in the optimization model. Islam Safak Bayram, Michael Devetsikiotis, Cuiyu Kong and Raka Jovanovic
designed the system models and wrote this paper.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Nomenclature
E
Ec
β
λk
k )
E( Pow
bk
ck
cin
Ctot
dk
Dq
Ei
Er
fq
gk
K
Mq
NqK

The total energy in a full-charged battery
The threshold energy
A constant parameter related to the efficiency of a system
The arrival rate of customers at FCS k
The expected charging power of an EV in FCS k
Customer blocking probability in FCS k
The number of charger outlets allocated to FCS k
The fixed infrastructure cost
The total number of charging outlets
The penalty of k for not severing the customers
A shortest path distance in a path q
Initial energy of an EV
Requested energy of an EV
The amount of traffic on the path between OD pair q
Reward of an EV customer after completing the service at FCS k
Set of all potential FCS locations
Set of selected FCSs in a path q
Set of potential locations in K on the path of the OD pair q
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p
Pmax
Q
q
Rk
S
SoCi
SoCr
vk
wk
xk
yq
z
FCLM
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The number of FCSs to be located
Maximum charging power for an EV
Set of all of the OD pairs
Aparticular OD pair
System profit of FCS k
The set of selected FCS locations, S ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p}
Initial SoC of an EV
Requested SoC of an EV
Admission fee of an EV at FCS k
The weighted value in FCS k
A binary decision variable, where xk = 1 if a FCS is allocated at k, else xk = 0
A binary decision variable, where yq = 1 if f q is captured, else yq = 0
A proportionality constant parameter
Flow-capturing location-allocation model
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